
 
 

MOUNTAIN FITNESS RETREAT  
TWO-DAY PROGRAMME 

 

DAY ONE 

3pm Check in  

5.30pm Meet and greet the trainers in a friendly and informal environment and go 
through any questions, talk through injuries and plan for the weekend.  

6pm Dynamic stretch session. A gentle body weight systematic strength session 
will be undertaken to wake up stiff, or tired muscles. Focus will be on proper 
alignment and correct form. Demonstrations and adjustments will ensure all 
exercises are executed properly with minimal risk to injury and maximum 
efficiency.  

7.30pm Enjoy a sunset mocktail created with fresh seasonal ingredients.  

8pm  Dinner (dependant on booking terms). 

 
 
DAY TWO 

8am  Delicious healthy breakfast. 

9am  Depart for Helvellyn & Striding Edge. 
 

Ascent: 930m / 3000ft 
Distance: 12km / 7.5 miles 
Duration: 6 hours (approx) 

 
Helvellyn is a mountain in the Lake District and the highest point of the 
Helvellyn range, a north-south line of mountains to the north of Ambleside, 
between the lakes of Thirlmere and Ullswater. This is renowned as ‘the must 
do walk of any trip to the Lakes’. England's third highest mountains. Take in 
breathtaking views over Ullswater and Thirlmere on Britain's most notorious 
ridge walk. 

 



The route starts at the village of Glenridding by Ullswater. It is a horseshoe 
walk that circulates Red Tarn and ascends via Striding Edge then descends 
via Swirral Edge, an equally exciting hands on route. On the ascent you can 
bag Birkhouse Moor which gives great views over Ullswater and on the 
descent it is well worth the short diversion to the top of the conical shaped 
Catstye Cam for equally impressive views. Striding Edge is an exposed knife 
edge ridge that requires a head for heights and exposure, however, it does 
have in most places, an easier alternative side path for anyone struggling.  

12.30pm Healthy packed lunch on the summit. Take time to explore the stunning 
panorama. On a clear day you can see to the coast, Scotland and for miles 
across the Lakes to the east and south. It really is a spectacular spot to 
immerse yourself in nature and the elements.  

1.30pm Descend to Patterdale.  

4.30pm We will be driven from Patterdale back to the hotel. 

4.45pm Assisted stretch session. Your trainers Emma and Lottie will guide you 
through some PNF stretching allowing you to speed up recovery and 
enhance your range of movement. A series of yoga based stretches will work 
the whole body and ease out stiff muscles.   

5.30pm As the night draws in, retreat to the spa and enjoy a treatment or simply 
restore tired muscles in the sauna. There is the option for gentle active 
recovery in the 20m indoor pool or simply grab a book, elevate your legs and 
relax with a drink by the fire. 

7. 30pm Dinner (dependant on booking terms). 

 

DAY THREE 

8am Body weight outdoor circuits including bear crawls, skips, jumps, agility work 
and balance. Cool off with a pre breakfast lake dip. 

9am  Delicious breakfast on the terrace with a seasonal juice to hydrate. 

10am Balance sessions on paddleboards. The focus is on mindfully engaging your 
core and exercises will involve twists and rotation with correct posture. 
Progressive exercises will ensure you challenge yourself and reach your goals 
with confidence. Think downward dog, one legged stands and races. Not 
only is it the cleanest lake which is perfect for a dip or for the brave, the 
Mountain Beach team recommend it as an ice bath to reduce 
inflammation.  Swimming is optional.  

11.30pm Full body strengthening circuit (not for the faint hearted). This systematic 
session based on primal movement patterns will give insight into innovative 
training methods and new ways of strength training. Think bear crawls, hill 
sprints, skips, squats and lifting, from kettlebells to TRX we will ensure you 
learn something new! Focus will be on proper alignment and correct form. 



Demonstrations and adjustments will ensure all exercises are executed 
properly with minimal risk to injury and maximum efficiency.  

1.30pm Assisted PNF stretch from your trainers. The small group size allows you to 
have individual guidance on how to minimise any built up stiffness or 
tension. A partner based progressive stretch will allow you to enhance your 
range of motion and recover optimally from the weekend's activities.  

2pm  Debrief with the trainers   

2.30pm Free time. Finish your weekend with a well-deserved spa treatment or a 
delicious healthy lunch.   


